From grille guards and rear seat DVD entertainment systems to ground effects and spoilers, we can help you customize your vehicle. Designed, engineered and tested, just for your vehicle. Our accessories catalog is loaded with items to personalize your vehicle: function, beauty, and utility. If you like what you see, please contact Logan Smith for further assistance.

406-494-6333
50 Ford Lane, Butte, MT
dennymenholtford.com
AMP RESEARCH POWER RUNNING BOARDS
- Power deployed
- Powder coated finish

Starting At:
$1550 Installed

5 INCH FORD STEP BAR
- Corrosion-resistant aluminum tubing is rugged yet lightweight.
- Wide, slip-resistant step pads are made of plastic to provide sure footing

Starting At:
$599 Installed

BLACK STEP BAR
- Black powder coated
- Plastic traction pads

Starting At:
$450 Installed

6 INCH FORD STEP BAR
- Chrome finish
- Heavy duty plastic traction strips

Starting At:
$699 Installed
**RANCHER GRILLE GUARD**  
- Great versatile guard with all the functionality you want.  
- Black Finish  
  - Starting At: **$699** Installed  
- Ultimate Armour Finish  
  - Starting At: **$899** Installed

**LUVERNE 2 INCH TUBULAR GRILLE GUARD**  
- Available in chrome or a black powder coat finish  
- 2” one-piece tubular ring assembly  
- Rubber extrusions are securely bolted to the uprights for added protection  
- Black Finish  
  - Starting At: **$599** Installed  
- Chrome Finish  
  - Starting At: **$799** Installed

**LUVERNE PROWLER MAX GRILLE GUARD**  
- Available in high polish stainless steel or black powder coat finish  
- Solid one-piece heavy duty construction  
- Features a wrap around ring design construction for maximum headlight protection  
- Black Finish  
  - Starting At: **$699** Installed  
- Stainless Steel  
  - Starting At: **$1000** Installed

**WESTIN HDX**  
- 2” tubular diameter frame with wrap around wings  
- Full “punch plate” grill  
- Black Finish  
  - Starting At: **$699** Installed  
- Stainless Steel  
  - Starting At: **$1000** Installed

**GO INDUSTRIES GRILLE GUARD**  
- Fully welded with a 2” tubular diameter frame  
- Heavy duty uprights w/rubber pads  
- Black Finish  
  - Starting At: **$599** Installed  
- Chrome Finish  
  - Starting At: **$750** Installed
**DELUXE**
- Tough 4” base pipe, 1 1/4” light loops
- Angular front protection plates
- Wheel to wheel side protection

**Starting At:**

$1750

Installed

**EVOLUTION**
- Retains truck’s factory tow package
- Black textured powder coat
- Constructed from 10 ga. flat plate steel

**Starting At:**

$1999

Installed

**TRADITIONAL**
- Strong 4” pipe base, heavy upright push pars
- Requires no vehicle modifications

**Starting At:**

$1550

Installed

**FAB FOURS GRILLE**
- Black steel bumper with full grille
- Optional winch mount
- Optional D-rings and 2 receiver

**Starting At:**

$1699

Installed

**HITCHES AND TANKS**

**B&W 5TH WHEEL HITCH**
- The original design that is adored by RVer’s and has set the standard for our family of hitches. A hitch when you need it, a level bed when you don’t
- 20,000 lbs GTW - 5,000 lbs VTW
- Removable Turnoverball under bed mounting system

**Starting At:**

$950

**TURNOVERBALL HITCH**

Starting at

$700

with Wiring

$850

**RECEIVER HITCH**

ASK FOR PRICING

**TITAN AUXILIARY FUEL TANK**
- A Titan™ extra-large capacity fuel tank can take you to those out-of-the-way places you’ve always wanted to go!
- All of our super-durable tanks are made from military grade, cross-linked polyethylene and come with a 5 year limited warranty on the tank body.

**Starting At:**

$1999

Installed

**ASK FOR PRICING**
Bug Shields and Hood Protectors

**HOOD DEFLECTOR - SMOKE**
- Excellent protection for the front end of your hood, complementing your vehicle’s lines

Starting At: $145 Installed

**HOOD PROTECTOR BY LUND - AEROSKIN**
- Leading edge protection with a touch of style.
- Precision engineered for a custom fit
- Smooth, smoke acrylic finish

Starting At: $145 Installed

**CHROME HOOD DEFLECTOR**
- Stylish chrome finish protects the edge of your hood from bugs and small stones

Starting At: $199 Installed

**SMOKE HOOD DEFLECTOR**
- Excellent protection for the front edge of your hood while complementing your vehicle’s lines

Starting At: $145 Installed
**SIDE WINDOW DEFLECTORS**
- Deflectors keep out snow and rain so you can crack open the window and let fresh air in
- Durable, smoke-colored acrylic

**AVS VENTVISORS**
- Keeps out snow and rain so you can crack open the window and let fresh air in
- Durable black acrylic
- Low profile

**LUND IN-CHANNEL VENTVISORS**
- Keeps out snow and rain so you can crack open the window and let fresh air in
- Matte black acrylic
- Low profile

**RIMS AND WELL LINERS**

**ATD RIMS**
- A huge selection of styles and sizes for every vehicle

**WHEEL-WELL LINERS**
- Heavy-duty liners help cover up and shield body-colored parts and numerous underpinnings within the rear wheel wheelhouses
- Custom-molded to rear wheel-well contours
- The only liners authorized by Ford, designed and engineered to Ford’s specifications and durability standards

**Starting At:**
- **$145** Installed
- **$160** Installed
- **$185**Installed
- **$199** Installed
TONNEAU HARD FOLDING COVER BY REV
• Hidden, quick-release latch system automatically locks panels when shut — simply lock the tailgate to secure the cover
• Featuring a sleek “no profile design”
• Provides full access to the bed
• Between the rail, 5.5 Bed

Starting At: $1099 Installed

LIFT LID STYLE HARD TONNEAU PAINTED COVER
• Hydraulic lift for easy to lift lid
• Sealed edge to keep water and snow out
• Easy to lock for added security
• Painted to match

Starting At: $1499 Installed & Painted
TONNEAU HARD TEXTURED COVER BY UNDERCOVER
- Features a textured black finish that complements the look of any truck
- Constructed of lightweight ABS polymer plastic compound for strength and durability
- Code-able stainless steel lock can be coded to the ignition key

Starting At: $995 Installed

TRUXEDO COVER BY TONNEAU
- A quality roll up cover designed with Velcro side rails and a smooth look

Starting At: $499 Installed

BED COVERS

RETRAXONE
- Low profile design
- One piece poly carbonate construction
- Key lockable in any position
- Opens easily with one hand

Starting At: $1399 Installed

AMERICAN MADE

RETRAXCOVERS

RETRACTABLE BED COVERS

RETRAXPRO
- Low profile design
- Industrial aluminum construction
- Key lockable in any position
- Limited lifetime warranty

Starting At: $1799 Installed
**TRUCK BED DIVIDER**
- Your ideal choice for creating dual load zones. The divider is held securely in place on vehicles equipped with the BoxLink™ standard plate - by spring-loaded, hand actuated handles
- Positions in 2 places, dividing the bed into 2 zones
- Constructed of weather-resistant, blow-molded, reinforced plastic and nylon composite

**BED EXTENDER**
- Rugged black fiberglass reinforced polypropylene cage flips outward and extends over the tailgate to provide 18 inches of extra carrying space
- Cage flips inside the bed to protect cargo from shifting

**BED MATS**
- 5.5’ for a F-150
- 8’ for a F-150
- 6.5’ for a Super Duty
- 8’ for a Super Duty

**SPORTLINER BY BED RUG**
Designed to be as tough as the truck

- 5.5’ for a F-150
- 8’ for a F-150
- 6.5’ for a Super Duty
- 8’ for a Super Duty

**ULTIMATE BED LINER**
Can be colored for extra charge

**Starting At:**
- **$310**
- **$150**
- **$365**
- **$499** Installed
- **$525** Installed
- **$559** Installed
- **$599** Installed
HEAVY DUTY SPLASH GUARDS
• Available in Black or Bright 304 with stainless steel inserts embossed with Ford’s oval logo
• Designed for use in extreme conditions
• Constructed of OE grade materials

Starting At:
$150  / pair
Installed

MOLDED SPLASH GUARDS
• Deflect mud, snow and ice away from lower body panels
• Heavy duty black plastic construction resists cracking
• Front 2-piece kit for style side vehicles without wheel lip moldings

Starting At:
$125  / pair
Installed

LUVERNE TEXTURED RUBBER MUD GUARDS
• Heavy duty 3/8” textured rubber
• 18 gauge stainless steel plate
• Corrosion resistant mounting hardware

Starting At:
$130  / pair
Installed

STAMPEDE & BUSHWACKER FENDER FLARES
• Add a great looking rugged style profile
• Super strong DURA-FLEX material
• Painted to match vehicle extra

Starting At:
$550  / pair
Installed
SNUGTOP CAB-HI
• Traditional design with classic look
• Aluminum frame sliding side glass windows
• 1/2 inch honeycomb roof reinforcement
• Interior light

SNUGTOP REBEL
• Top-of-the-line quality
• Special channeled rain gutter
• SNUGRUG interior shell headliner
• Aluminum frame sliding side glass windows

SNUGTOP XTR
• Built-in 2 inch diameter tubular roof rack
• Flush mounted all glass windows and pop-out rear side windows
• Rotary latches on tailgate with stainless steel rods
• Wrap-around fiberglass rail

SNUGPRO CAB
• Available in three cab styles - Cab-Hi, Hi-Liner and XTRA Vision.
• Fully customized - You pick front, side and rear window options.
• Several shelving options to choose from

SNUGPRO XL
• Oversized side doors with heavy duty locks
• Rear doors have full length stainless steel hinges
• Large interior and exterior door handle - easy to open even while wearing gloves
• Strong roof construction can support up to 500 lbs.

Multiple Roof Rack Options Available For All Models
WEATHERTECH®
FLOOR LINERS
• Provides “absolute interior protection™”
• Material provides soft touch top, a strong rigid core and a bottom surface with staying power

WEATHERTECH®
CARGO LINERS
• Provides “absolute interior protection™”
• Has channels to carry fluids and debris to a lower reservoir

AVAILABLE IN
BLACK, TAN AND GRAY

SEAT COVERS

CARHARTT SEAT COVERS
BY COVERCRAFT
• Custom patterned for a perfect fit
• Protects from sun and dirt
• Durable, water repellent finish

CAMOUFLAGE SEAT COVERS
BY COVERCRAFT
• Overlapped triple stitched main seams
• Protects from sun and dirt
• Durable, water repellent finish

Ask about Headwaters Custom Seat Covers made to your specifications, right here in Southwest Montana

Starting At: $220 Installed

Starting At: $220 Installed
FORD REMOTE STARTS
Enjoy the comfort & convenience of a pre-warmed or pre-cooled vehicle. Remote Start Only has a single-button key fob that provides long range remote start and stop.

Remote Start Only: $550 Installed

Remote Start with keyless entry and vehicle security has a perimeter alarm, progressive car find feature, plus a six button key fob for start/stop, panic, lock, unlock, and up to two programmable buttons.

Start Plus Security: $675 Installed

REMOTE ACCESS VIA SMARTPHONE APP
• Lock, unlock, start and find
• Optional security feature provides shock/impact detector, perimeter alarm and theft alerts via text or email
• Covered under new vehicle warranty when installed at time of purchase
• Requires annual data plan

Starting At: $385+ Installed Plus Subscription

VEHICLE SECURITY SYSTEM
• Upgradable
• Bidirectional remote start antenna kit

Starting At: $75 Installed

VEHICLE SECURITY SYSTEM
• Perimeter plus remote start vehicle security module adds an effective layer of anti-theft protection
• Arms and disarms with your lock and unlock button on your Ford key fob

Starting At: $235 Installed
**DVD HEADRESTS**
The latest in on-the-road DVD technology. Two totally independent systems with 7” color TFT LCD wide screen (16:9) monitors, top loading player, two dual-channel infrared headphones, remote, game/video ports and wireless FM modulation to vehicle’s stereo system, and CD/MP3 playback capability.

Starting At: 
$1995 Installed

**FMC DEALER DVD REAR SEAT ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM**
• Non-permanent installation

Starting At: 
$729 Installed

**ASK ABOUT ADDING HEATED SEAT ELEMENTS TO YOUR VEHICLE**

**BACK UP CAMERA SYSTEMS**

**MINyLED CAMERAS**
• HD CMOS Sensor & NightVision™ Technology
• 480 Resolution
• Water-proof
• Selectable parking guides

**FORD OVAL CAMERA**
• HD CMOS Sensor & NightVision™ Technology
• 480 Resolution
• Water-proof
• On/Off Selectable parking guides

**MIRROR/MONITOR**
• 4.3” Mirror Monitor
• 2 Video-In 1 auto switch for back up camera
• Mirror is 10.25” wide

**RYDEEN MONITOR**
• 3.5 LCD Screen
• Bright & clear even in direct sunlight
• 2 Video-In 1 auto switch for back up camera
Firestone offers a line of Air-Rite™ Air Control Systems, which provide an instant air source for air suspension products. Choose how to adjust your ride for various load and road conditions with the flip of a switch, a click of a remote, or even by using an app through your cell phone.
TOOLBOXES
LARGE OR SMALL WE CAN FIND THEM ALL

FULL TOOLBOX SYSTEMS AVAILABLE TO CUSTOMIZE YOUR TRUCK YOUR WAY!

LADDER RACKS
VARIETY OF STYLES AND SIZES TO FIT ANY TRUCK

TRUCK BED BODIES

WESTERN
- 1/8” Nominal tread plate
- Black polyurethane
- Side pockets w/RR & spooling

EL DORADO
- 1/8” Nominal tread plate
- Gooseneck compartment
- 4” hinged sideboards w/ board brackets
WHY BUY ACCESSORIES FROM DENNY MENHOLT FORD?
Your vehicle says a lot about you. That’s why you’ve invested in customizing, and it’s why you shouldn’t trust this process to just anyone.

PEACE OF MIND
• We have 9 factory trained and certified technicians here to take the best care of your vehicle.

• Denny Menholt Ford has over 100 years combined experience in the service business.

• With 21 service bays, we have the ability and flexibility to get you back on the road as soon as possible.

• All Genuine Ford Accessories are backed by the Ford Motor Company factory warranty.

CONVENIENCE
• With a full assortment of both Ford and aftermarket accessories, you don’t have to run all over Butte or Southwest Montana to get everything for your vehicle to make it uniquely yours. Denny Menholt Ford is your one-stop accessories shop.

• If you’re financing your purchase, now is the best time to accessorize because you can add all of the custom features you’re looking for with very little change in your monthly payment.

Choose the name you trust for all your accessory needs... personalize your car or truck with Denny Menholt Ford.
WE PERFORMED THE WORKS THREE MILLION TIMES LAST YEAR! (THAT’S THE WORKS EVERY 4.09 SECONDS)

SYNTHETIC BLEND OIL CHANGE TIRE ROTATION BRAKE INSPECTION

$39.95 - $1000 orLess

MAIL-IN REBATE

$29.95

LIFETIME BRAKE PAD GUARANTEE

A warranty that covers your expectations.

You expect the right fit and long-lasting durability from Motorcraft.® And our warranty* backs it up, with no commercial exceptions.
Customizing is all about the details that make your vehicle stand out. From a few additions to a complete transformation, Denny Menholt Ford has the accessories and the experts to get it done.

Denny Menholt Ford
ACCESSORIES DEPARTMENT
406-494-6333
50 Ford Lane
Butte, MT
dennymenholtford.com